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 Leigh Daniels 

 0161 817 2768

Memberships
• Personal Injury Bar Association
•  Association of Personal Injury 

Lawyers (APIL)

Education
• Law LLB (Class I, 2002-2005), 

University of Durham
•  Bar Vocational Course 

(Very Competent, 2006)
• �Nottingham�Law�School�Inner�

Temple BVC Exhibition

Overview

Chris�completed�pupillage�at�Exchange�Chambers�in�2007.�Since�then�
he has established a strong practice in personal injury and clinical 
negligence work, principally for claimants (but with experience of 
acting for defendants).

He works exclusively in multi-track litigation including cases involving 
catastrophic injury and undertakes all aspects of advisory and court 
work.

He prides himself on good relationships with solicitors, quick 
turnaround� of� paperwork� and� flexibility� in� addressing� case�
management issues. This coupled with determined court advocacy 
has�resulted�in�Chris�being�a�much�sought�after�advocate.
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Recommendations

Recommended in Chambers and Partners UK Bar Guide as an ‘Up and Coming’ 
Junior for personal injury work on the Northern Circuit:

“Chris is an excellent all-round barrister with brilliant advocacy skills who is very helpful 
and a joy to instruct.”

“He�is�very�hard�working�and�tactically�able,�and�works�well�with�difficult�clients.”

“Chris is very knowledgeable, calm and always has a clear plan.”

“He has expansive skill and experience.”
Chambers and Partners 2024

“Chris�is�a�fabulous�junior�who�can�bring�matters�to�a�speedy�and�effective�resolution.”

“Chris�has�a�fantastic�understanding�of�difficult�claims.�He�is�a�good�tactician.”

“Chris�is�able�to�extrapolate�the�finer�details�of�complex�reports�into�a�simple�form.”
Chambers and Partners 2023 

“Unflappable,�responsive�and�calm.�He’s�also�very�approachable�and�very�easy�to�
understand for claimants.” 

“Has�a�fantastic�understanding�of�difficult�claims�and�provides�concise�and�effective�
advice with practical solutions. He is very well received by claimants and lawyers and is 
an absolute pleasure to work with. He is friendly, approachable and a good tactician.”
Chambers and Partners 2022

“He has the ability to get to the heart of a case very quickly, and makes his sensible and 
practical advice clear to his instructing solicitors and lay clients alike.” “He is logical, 
extremely knowledgeable and a highly capable junior.”
Chambers and Partners 2021

“A fantastic junior who is able to quickly and concisely understand the complexity of 
the claim and provide practical solutions.”
Chambers and Partners 2020

“He is an excellent junior barrister with a good eye for detail; he has been trained by 
some�of�the�top�silks�in�the�field.�He�is�good�with�clients�and�quick�to�respond.”�

“He�deals�with�complex�issues�well�and�manages�client�expectations�in�difficult�matters.”
 Chambers and Partners 2019 
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“He�has�the�makings�of�an�excellent�barrister. He has�a�very�nice�manner�and�is�very�good�
with clients.” 

“Very enthusiastic and able to develop debate about all aspects of a case.” 
 Chambers and Partners 2018

“�He�is�really�good�at�understanding�the�issues�in�a�case�and�getting�to�grips�with�them�
quickly.�He�is�also�excellent�at�relating�to�lay�clients�and�putting�them�at�their�ease.”

“ He is pragmaticand insightful, with excellent client-facing skills.”
 Chambers and Partners 2017

“ A personal injury specialist instructed in cases involving brain and spinal injuries. 
Sources�value�his�proactivity,�knowledge�and�responsiveness�as�particular�strengths.�
He is their rising star. He is down to earth, no-nonsense, practical, sensible and very 
approachable.” 
Chambers and Partners 2016

Recommended in the Legal 500 as a leading junior for personal injury and 
clinical negligence work on the Northern Circuit:

“Chris�is�much�more�accomplished�than�his�years’�call�suggests.�He�is�a�phenomenally�
able barrister, he has a very relaxed manner, clients love him, and he is an extremely 
tough advocate.”

“Chris is a highly intelligent and skilled barrister whose preparation is detailed and 
analysis of the law and the facts is thorough. He maintains a very personable manner 
with solicitors and clients alike, and is rightly in demand for high-value clinical 
negligence cases.”
The Legal 500 2024

“Chris is calm, collected, has a good grasp of the law and is always available. He is 
friendly and a delight to work with. He combines common sense with huge ability and his 
understated manner belies an outstanding determination to achieve the best outcome 
for those he represents.”

“A�fabulous�junior�who�quickly�gets�to�the�heart�of�a�claim�to�bring�matters�to�a�speedy�
and�effective�resolution.�A�fantastic�understanding�of�difficult�claims,�providing�clear�
and�effective�advice�with�practical�solutions.�Very�well�received�by�claimants�and�
lawyers and an absolute pleasure to work with. He is friendly, approachable and a good 
tactician. He is logical, extremely knowledgeable and an extremely capable junior well 
beyond his call.”
The Legal 500 2023 
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“Chris has skills well beyond his call and manages to build meaningful and valued 
relationships�with�those�who�instruct�him�as�well�as�his�lay�clients.�He�is�uber-efficient�
and�distils�even�the�most�complex�cases�to�the�crucial,�case�deciding�core�issues.’”
The Legal 500 2022

“A�rising�star�in�the�PI�field.�He�has�excellent�technical�skills�and�a�terrific�ability�to�
draft�complex�Schedules�of�Loss�in�an�accessible�and�concise�format.”

“Chris is a stand-out junior with skills well beyond his call. He is excellent with lay 
clients and adopts an understated but no nonsense approach to dealing with complex 
and high value litigation. Chris has the envied ability to get to the heart of a case fast, 
and wastes no time in making his sensible and practical advice clear to his instructing 
solicitors and lay clients alike.”
The Legal 500 2021

“A good tactician who quickly gets to grips with complex claims.” 
 The Legal 500 2020

“A�first-rate�clinical�negligence�junior”
 The Legal 500 2018/19 

“His experience of catastrophic injury litigation is well beyond his years of call.” 
 The Legal 500 2017

“ His outstanding people skills, commercial sense and compassion make him a 
first-rate�practitioner.”
 The Legal 500 2016

“�He�has�a�strong�track�record�in�settling�multimillion-pound�schedules�of�loss.”
 The Legal 500 2015
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Beyond the Bar

Chris�was�born�in�sight�of�Old�Trafford�and�grew�up�in�Salford�so�it�is�unsurprising�that�he�
is an avid Manchester United fan. He has a young family that keeps him busy but spends 
spare�time�at�the�gym�and�is�a�Level�1�CrossFit�coach.�He�‘tweets’�as�often�as�possible�
about�interesting�publications,�news�and�case�law�(follow�him:�@GutteridgeChris).
Chris�is�a�co-founder�of�‘All�Rise’�–�a�project�designed�to�tackle�bullying,�harassment�and�
discrimination at the Bar (All Rise (The Bar) - Open Collective). He is also a member of 
the�Northern�Circuit�Equality,�Diversity�and�Social�Mobility�Committee.


